[Verification of a fast Monte Carlo dose calculation algorithm by EGSnrc using the statistical separation method].
The recently developed XVMC code, a fast Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm to calculate the dose of photon and electron beams in treatment planning, was compared to EGSnrc, an enhanced version of the well-known EGS4 system. Because of the numerous and accurate verification measurements, this system can be considered as golden standard. The comparison was performed using phantoms consisting of water, lung tissue and bone. Dose profile and difference distributions showed good agreement within the accuracy requirements. Because deviations between the results of two MC algorithms are caused by systematic errors and statistical fluctuations, a separation method was used to quantify the systematic discrepancies. Using this method, it could be shown that there was good agreement between the three dimensional dose distributions, calculated with XVMC and EGSnrc, if maximum systematic deviation of 2% are accepted.